
“Opportunities Don’t often come along. 

So, when they do, you have to grab them”-

Audery Hepburn  

 

As a high school student, you always visualize what your future 

major, career or path is. As an Imaginative and intuitive person, 

I’ve always visualized my future in university. During the 11th 

grade I took a business class, and I absolutely loved it. Learning 

about financial markets and economics. That is why I want to 

study finance/financial management.it was particularly my 

business teacher Mr. Abdulrahman who made me gain interest

and love for the subject. And I’m looking forward to studying 

finance in university next fall. 

 

 

 

I have done much research on this subject such as reading my 

dad’s old business and finance books that have been laying 

around the house such as (thank you for being late) by Thomas 

Friedman which discusses how we have entered an age of 

dizzying acceleration--and explains how to live in it. And I also 

read (adaptive markets) by Andrew Lo which explores the idea 

that financial markets are constantly evolving and adapting. It 

combines concepts from biology, psychology, and economics to 



shed light on market behavior. And I have watched A couple of 

ted talks from Mikey Mangham who has makes some excellent 

points like how us humans need direction in almost everything 

including financial direction. 

 

 

 

 

I learned quite a lot about finance in school; during business 

class, I studied about the two sources of finance, internal 

finance and external finance. and I enjoyed learning about bank 

loans and debentures, and I love doing presentations. I’ve done 

a couple of  presentations during my time in school.  

Communicating is one of my finest skills. I adore captivating 

listeners and I love to express my ideas clearly. 

 

 

 

I take great pleasure in reading books especially self-help books 

and fictional books I still have a few of physical books but 

recently I started reading from my kindle, that I find way more 

enjoyable and accessible. kindles and digital books are way 

more sustainable than physical copies of books.  I am genuinely 

dedicated to the cause of sustainability. This year I made my 



whole family sustainable. I love watching documentaries and 

biopics. I love analyzing them. 

One of my greatest aspirations is to establish and operate a 

sustainable wind farm. and open my own private equity firm, 

writing a book Is one of my aspirations too. I have many 

aspirations such as directing my own movie and getting into

green architecture.  

 

Throughout my time studying I’m looking forward to meeting 

new people and seeing new faces and learn about new  

cultures. I’m also looking forward to new opportunities. I’m 

always looking for new opportunities I want to turn my 

obstacles into opportunities and my problems into possibilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                            

 


